Save
£250!
per year

Solar panels on your roof?
You could be getting FREE hot water!
A typical solar PV installation sends half of the energy it produces back
to the grid – that' s energy lost. If you have PV solar panels and a hot
water tank the Apollo GEM system can recover that lost energy to give
you free hot water which could be worth more than £250 per year!
With today's fast rising
energy prices it makes
sense to get the most out
of your investment in a PV
solar system by not allowing
valuable generated energy
to be exported to the grid.
Apollo GEM is an innovative
system which will utilise the
excess power generated
by the solar panels to heat
your hot water and because

the energy used is energy
that would have otherwise
been exported to the grid
you get free hot water saving
valuable gas, oil or electricity.
What's more, installing a GEM
system will not affect your
FITs payments in any way
because all of the payments
you receive are based on the
number of units generated by
the PV regardless of whether

they are exported or used
in the home.
The Apollo GEM is reliable,
proven technology that has
helped 1000's of PV system
owners make significant
savings on their energy bills.
GEM is UK designed and
made and comes with
a comprehensive 5
year warranty.

Find out more at www.apollosolarelectric.co.uk

How it works...
THE GRID

The GEM system works by accurately
monitoring the power being imported or
exported and always diverts sufficient power
into the hot water system in order to keep the
exported power to as near zero as possible
whilst at the same time ensuring that no

A standard PV system will
export all surplus generated
power to the grid, on
average this is around 50%
of all the power generated
over the year.

THE GRID

With the Apollo GEM
installed most of the
excess power generated is
used to produce hot water
instead of being exported
to the grid.

Reduces
energy bills

additional power is ever imported to supply
the hot water store. Priority is always given
to the energy demands of the household
appliances and only surplus energy that
would have otherwise been exported
is stored in the hot water system.

Fully
automatic

THE GRID

High
reliability

THE GRID

Made in
the UK

5 year
warranty
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